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Abstract
In this paper, we build an outfit evaluation system which
provides feedbacks consisting of a judgment with a convinc-
ing explanation. The system is trained in a supervised man-
ner which faithfully follows the domain knowledge in fash-
ion. We create the EVALUATION3 dataset which is anno-
tated with judgment, the decisive reason for the judgment,
and all corresponding attributes (e.g. print, silhouette, and
material etc.). In the training process, features of all at-
tributes in an outfit are first extracted and then concatenated
as the input for the intra-factor compatibility net. Then, the
inter-factor compatibility net is used to compute the loss for
judgment. We penalize the gradient of judgment loss of so
that our Grad-CAM-like reason is regularized to be consis-
tent with the labeled reason. In inference, according to the
obtained information of judgment, reason, and attributes, a
user-friendly explanation sentence is generated by the pre-
defined templates. The experimental results show that the
obtained network combines the advantages of high preci-
sion and good interpretation.
1. Introduction
Fashion compatibility evaluation is closely related to our
daily life (e.g. Echo Look [10]), and it has attracted increas-
ing attention from researchers [7, 6, 35]. Mainstream meth-
ods for fashion compatibility evaluation adopt metric learn-
ing: fashion items of the outfit are embedded into a common
compatibility space, where items that appear in the dataset
are closer in representation and otherwise, have a farther
distance. They assume that the occurrence rate of an outfit
has direct relevance with its compatibility, which effectively
This outfit is bad. The
floral top and the zebra
print jeans make the
outfit so dazzling.
The outfit is normal.
Nothing wrong but also
nothing special.
This outfit is good. The
floral top make this
outfit looks active.
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Figure 1. Fashion compatibility evaluation with reason. Our evalu-
ation system offers a clear judgment with convincing explanations.
equates the concepts of common and uncommon to com-
patible and incompatible. However, a discrepancy between
being common and being good exists in fashion,. A very
common outfit is more likely to be normal rather than good.
How to provide professional evaluations that give convinc-
ing judgments of good, normal and bad, is still open.
A few efforts further focused on giving explanations for
the output judgments. [19, 5] took user reviews as train-
ing data to generate textual explanations. [13] analyzed the
outfit images and used heat maps as their explanation. [32]
decomposed the item images into human-interpretable fea-
tures, and identified the most influential feature that con-
tributes to the output. However, the explanation generated
by those methods is short on convincingness because of
the following limitations: 1. Not relate to specific and con-
crete reasons. The textual explanation could be very vague,
e.g. “This dress is so beautiful, I like it”. 2. Lack of do-
main expertise. It might simply recognize fashion attributes
rather than analyze their relation, e.g. “This orange T-shirt
and black pants”. 3. Not aligned with human experience.
Heatmaps may attend to image regions that are hard for the
human to comprehend.
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In this work, we build an outfit evaluation system that
faithfully respects the domain knowledge in fashion. The
judgment is summarized into three levels: the outfit is good,
bad, or normal. For example, the first outfit in Figure 1
looks bad because the unmatched print types between the
top and bottom make its appearance too dazzling. The mis-
match in print is the logical reason to form the judgment.
The normal is a common situation when evaluating outfits.
For example the second outfit in Figure 1, an ordinary black
T-shirt with black jeans, does not reach the bar of a good
mix and match, but not bad either. While it is hard to sin-
gle out a concrete reason for being normal, we can give an
explanation for the judgment of good and bad. In fashion,
the major factors for evaluating outfits include color, print,
material, etc. [8]. The judgment is based on the overall vi-
sual expression of those interplaying factors. An outfit is
regarded as bad as long as one factor is not well-matched.
If all factors arrive at visual harmony, then the outfit at least
can be put into normal. Moreover, a good one must possess
certain special design to make it stand out from a normal
one. In summary, normal is the intermediate level between
good and bad; and for good and bad, we further expect a
concrete reason for its deviation from normal.
In correspondence to the above discussion, we prepared
a dataset that consists of outfit images annotated with the
judgment and its decisive reason. To realize the evalua-
tion with reason task, we propose an explainable evalua-
tion framework as follows. Given an outfit composed of
several fashion items, feature vectors for color, print, ma-
terial, silhouette, and design details are first extracted. For
each of the factors, an independent net is used to produce
an intra-factor compatibility feature. Then all intra-factor
compatibility features are concatenated and input into the
inter-factor compatibility net, which outputs the judgment.
Reason for the judgment is traced back by computing gra-
dients of the judgment w.r.t. the previous intra-factor com-
patibility features, in a way that resembles Grad-CAM [26].
To increase reasonableness other than simply interpreting
as-is, we enforce the traced reason to align with annotated
reason by adding a regularization in the form of gradient
penalty. Based on the results obtained by the network,
a user-friendly explanation is generated based on the pre-
designed decision tree.
Our main contributions include: (1) We formulate the
fashion compatibility evaluation with reason task in a new
framework, which respects the domain knowledge in fash-
ion. (2) We annotate an outfit evaluation dataset EVALU-
ATION3 which has 18,108 pairs of outfit with judgments,
reasons and attributes. (3) We use gradient penalty to align
the explanation of the network decisions to that of expert’s.
Dataset and source code will be released shortly.
2. Related Work
Visual compatibility learning. Simo-Serra et al. [28]
learned the fashionability using Conditional Random Field.
Oramas et al. [23] adopted mid-level attributes to measure
the compatibility. Li et al. [18] used annotated quality
scores to supervise the grading of outfits. Han et al. [11]
used Bi-LSTM, and Visileva et al. [33] improved on it by
considering type information. Recent works built upon
the clothing embedding [15, 35], which can be learned
through autoencoder or by the Bayesian Personalized Rank-
ing (BPR) loss [30], the hinge loss [16], the triple loss [4],
and the binary cross-entropy loss [27]. Another line of
work models the clothing style [20, 34, 14, 1], which ex-
presses the compatibility implicitly. In a word, mainstream
approaches mainly adopt the relative embeddings to com-
pute evaluation scores. The benefit is not needing explic-
itly graded data for they assume all outfits in the dataset
are positive samples. However, it is unreasonable to equate
the observation of high occurrence rate with the concept of
good. Meanwhile, a relative score is less friendly to users
and the compatibility space is hard to interpret. Our work
differs from above in several aspects. Firstly, we adopt the
fashion-matching principles [8] as the standard for evaluat-
ing whether an outfit is good or bad. Secondly, we propose
absolute ratings with three levels as judgments in the evalu-
ation scene. Thirdly, we are interested in the explainability
of the given judgment.
Explainable outfit recommendation. Yang et al. [36]
introduced an attribute-based interpretable compatibility
method. They mixed all attributes and found the informa-
tive attribute crosses statistically, whereas we find the dom-
inant factor by mimicking the analyzing process of fashion
experts. Feng et al. [9] proposed a partitioned embedding
network, where color, shape and texture are defined as the
main factors, and the score of each factor is used as the ex-
planation. Lin et al. [19] presented a recommendation sys-
tem and used the generated comments as explanations. Xu
et al. [5] adopted user reviews into an attention-based archi-
tecture to enhance the performance of recommendation and
the interpretability. These methods provide reasons using
the heatmap, comments or reviews, in contrast, our expla-
nation is inferred based on the trained network. Recently,
Tangseng et al. [32] defined an influence score of factors
using gradients, which has a similar idea to this work. The
major difference is that, they analyzed the trained model
post-hoc, while we explicitly supervise the explanation of
the model to be aligned with expert interpretations.
Explaining DNN classifiers. Works on explaining neural
networks greatly improve the interpretability of the black-
box deep models. Springenberg et al. [31] visualized CNN
predictions by highlighting contributing pixels. Zhou et
al. [37] proposed the Class Activation Mapping (CAM) for
visualization. Selvaraju et al. [26] presented Grad-CAM
which adopted the gradients of any target concept to en-
hance localization. Chattopadhyay et al. [3] further im-
proved the performance with Grad-CAM++. Regulariza-
tions can also be added [2, 25, 21] to improve the explana-
tion quality. However, directly using the heatmap produced
by these methods as the reason for fashion judgments is in-
sufficient, because the reason for the judgment is not a local
region of an item image but the global factors such as color,
print, and silhouette. To overcome this limitation, we trace
the reason for the judgment back to human-interpretable
factors, rather than pixel-wise heatmaps. Traditional meth-
ods like decision tree also own limited explainablility [17].
They are not suitable for our task because 1. For any outfit,
tree based methods give a decision path from root to leaf,
which is hard to locate a single, dominate factor that con-
tributes to the decision. 2. In the tree construction, the space
is split based on heuristics such as information gain which
is not directly relevant.
3. Dataset Construction
Based on the perspective of fashion, we grade an outfit
into three progressive levels: bad, normal, and good. The
bad level is defined as the outfit having something wrong,
e.g. a wrong color matching or a dazzling print. If the outfit
does not make any mistake that breaks the visual balance,
it comes up to the normal level. Further, if the outfit has a
special design, e.g. attractive color matching, special print,
or good cutting, it reaches the good level. Note the logical
connection among the three levels. If the outfit has some-
thing wrong, i.e. some factors not well-matched, it will be
regarded as bad, whether it has some special design or not.
Our evaluation system needs three-level judgment with
the corresponding reason. Detailed attribute annotations are
also needed to train factor feature extractors. However, ex-
isting public fashion datasets do not have labeled judgments
and their decisive reasons. Thus we introduce a new dataset,
namely EVALUATION3. The image source is a subset of
the Polyvore dataset [11]. The dataset contains four sets
including train set, validation set, test set, and test-random
set. All labels are manually annotated by 9 independent
annotators (all major in fashion). Voting mechanism was
adopted to get the final label. Furthermore, to mitigate the
influence of cultural backgrounds, the 9 annotators (4 male
and 5 female) were selected from different fashion regions
including Asia-Pacific, Europe, North America, etc.
Each outfit contains a top image and a bottom image. We
annotated 18,108 outfits in total, including 2,861 (15.8%)
in good, 13,587 (75.0%) in normal, and 1,660 (9.2%) in
bad. Among them, 12,608 outfits (15.7% in good, 75.4% in
normal, and 8.8% in bad) belong to train set, 2,500 outfits
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Figure 2. Samples of labeled attributes in the EVALUATION3,
which cover material, silhouette, and design details. We also show
the five main colors, and their histograms.
(17.0% in good, 74.4% in normal, and 8.6% in bad) are put
into validation set, and the rest 3,000 outfits (15.6% in good,
73.8% in normal, and 10.6% in bad) are used for testing. In
particular, we added a test-random set that randomly pairs
tops and bottoms in the test set. It contains 3,000 outfits
with 22.8% in good, 61.2% in normal, and 15.4% in bad.
This set provides a different data distribution because outfits
in the original dataset are all paired by Internet users.
As our outfit evaluation is based on features of the design
factors, the accuracy of attribute recognition directly affects
the evaluation result. To reduce domain gap, we labeled the
corresponding attributes on our dataset instead of adopting
different fashion attribute datasets. We summarized 14 print
types, including abstract, allover, animal print, etc. Besides,
there are 5, 8 and 10 attributes in silhouettes (A-line, H-line,
Peg-top, etc.), design details (tiered, wrap, ruffle etc.), and
materials (knit, lace, leather, etc.), respectively. Figure 2
shows some examples of the dataset.
4. Approach
Given an outfit that comprises of a top and a bottom, we
first classify it into one of the three levels: good, normal,
and bad. Except for normal, a reason will then be identified
among three choices: color, print, and design. Here design
is a collective name for material, silhouette, and design de-
tails. The obtained results, including judgment, reason, and
attributes, together generate the final explanation based on
a pre-designed decision tree. For convenience, we denote
the judgment set by J = {good, normal, bad}, the reason
set byR = {color, print, design}.
4.1. Architecture
The pipeline of computing judgment and reason shown
in Figure 3. The judgment is obtained in three stages,
namely (1) factor feature representation, (2) intra-factor
compatibility and (3) inter-factor compatibility. For each
pair of outfit images, we attain the feature representation via
the respective function or convolutional neural networks.
Then the features of each factor first pass through the intra-
reason via gradients, the 
difference of positive 
contribution is considered: 
contrib+bad - contrib+ normal
print does not match: bad
top image
bottom image
color
print
material
silhouette
design
intra-factor 
compatibility net
inter-factor 
compatibility 
net
feature
extraction net
bad
normal
good
stage 1 stage 2 stage 3
Figure 3. The pipeline of outfit evaluation network. The features of
each contributing factor are extracted by the feature extraction net.
Then, the judgment and reasons are trained in the same network.
factor compatible net, and produce the intra-factor compat-
ible feature which mixes the up and bottom information.
At last, we use these intra-factor compatible features for
the final judgment. The contribution of factors to the de-
cision is traced back via gradients to the intra-factor com-
patible feature, and we can calculate the prominent reason
for the judgment. To generate user-friendly explanations,
we added a post-processing step using a sentence template,
which is completed by the elements from a pre-designed de-
cision tree. Note that our evaluation framework can be ex-
tended to process the varied number of fashion items simply
by replacing the CNNs in stage 2 to LSTMs [11]. In the fol-
lowing, we will discuss the network design, the process of
tracing back reasons and the way of explanation generation
in detail.
Fashion feature extraction. For each input image, we
have five feature vectors based on the five fashion compat-
ibility evaluation factors, i.e. color, print, material, silhou-
ette, and design details. Features of the print, material, sil-
houette and design details are extracted by deep models. We
fine-tune the ImageNet pre-trained ResNet-18 [12] on the
EVALUATION3. The last feature map (512-dimensional)
is used as the representation of these fashion factors. Take
the print feature net for example. We 1. change the out-
put neurons of the last fc layer of ResNet from 1,000 to 14;
2. initialize parameters using pre-trained ImageNet models;
3. train the last fc layer on the dataset for 10 epochs with
other parameters fixed; 4. jointly train all parameters for 30
epochs. For the color feature, we compute the color his-
togram, The Fashion Color system (FOCO) [38] is used to
set up bins of the histogram. FOCO divides the H, S, B
channels into 15, 8 and 6 levels, respectively. For example,
PANTONE [24] Candy Apple Red is represented as (1, 8, 4)
in FOCO. We concatenate the five major colors with their
ratio and obtain a 25-dimensional color feature.
Intra-factor compatibility network. For each outfit and
each factor, we obtain two feature vectors corresponding to
the top and the bottom. Then, the two vectors are fused by
an intra-factor compatibility network, which is a three-layer
fully-connected network. The output feature represents the
interaction between the top and the bottom on a specific fac-
tor. In the end, all five output features are concatenated as
a single intra-factor compatibility feature vector and sent to
the next stage. This intra-factor compatibility feature is also
the place where we trace the reason back to.
Inter-factor compatibility network. This network (also
has three fully-connected layers) captures how all factors
are inter-related to the final decision. The input is the
five intra-factor compatibility features, and the output is
the probability of being judged as good, normal or bad.
The cross-entropy loss Ljudgment for judgments is computed
therefrom.
4.2. Reason for Judgments
Grad-CAM [26] is widely used for inspecting the spa-
tial contributing regions of inputs. Conditioned on a class
label, it finds the dominant neurons contributing to the de-
cision toward this label by tracking back the gradient of the
label logit (i.e. logit before softmax) w.r.t. feature maps. For
any class label c, the gradient of the logit yc with respect to
the k-th feature map Ak of a convolutional layer, is com-
puted. Then these gradients are global-average-pooled to
obtain the neuron importance weights αck,
αck :=
1
Z
∑
p
∑
q
∂yc
∂Akpq
, (1)
where p, q iterates over the spatial dimensions and Z is the
number of pixels in the feature map. The product of the
neuron importance weights and the forward activation map
is obtained as the heatmap HGrad-CAMc ,
HGrad-CAMc := ReLU
(∑
k
αckA
k
)
. (2)
Different from Grad-CAM, we care about the “heatmap”
over human-interpretable factors rather than images pixels.
Denote the logit for the judgment j ∈ {good, normal, bad}
by yj . Let the intra-factor compatibility feature be x with
elements xi. We define the contribution of each element xi
for the decision of judgment j as contribj ,
contribj(xi) :=
∂yj
∂xi
 ReLU(xi). (3)
As shown in Figure 3, the intra-factor compatible feature is
divided into five distinct parts, each represents the compati-
ble situations of one factor, such as color or print. Suppose
the index set of neurons for factor r ∈ {color, print, design}
is Ir, then we define the contribution of the factor as the
average of the contribution of the constituent elements. and
the positive contribution of this factor for the judgment J
as
contrib+j (r) :=
1
|Ir|
∑
i∈Ir
ReLU
(
∂yj
∂xi
)
ReLU(xi). (4)
The positive contribution in Equation (4) is slightly dif-
ferent from the form of Grad-CAM, in which the ReLU is
put inside the summation. Unlike Grad-CAM, whose goal
is to analyze the network after training, we actively regular-
ize the network to be explainable during the training. For-
mulation of Equation (3) and (4) is based on the following
contribution assumption; we also introduce the relativeness
assumption.
(1) Contribution assumption: the contribution of a neu-
ron xi for the decision consists of two parts: the saliency
and the sensitivity. Firstly the value should be present, and
the impact is greater if the value is larger. If it is negative,
then it will be filtered out immediately by the subsequent
ReLU activation. Secondly, the decision should be sensi-
tive to the change of the neuron, which is measured by the
derivatives [29]. If the value is large but the derivative is
zero, it means that the decision is irrelevant to the presence
of the neuron. The product of saliency and sensitivity has
been used previously, such as in the Grad-CAM, the Item
Feature Influence Value (IFIV) [32], and the relevance score
in [22] which is derived from the perspective of Taylor de-
composition.
(2) Relativeness assumption: the difference between two
contributions has semantic meaning. This motivates from
the fashion domain knowledge: both the good and bad lev-
els are defined relative to the normal level. What people
care the most for the good is its highlight comparing to a
normal one, rather than a full list of the contributing fac-
tors. Good color matching, nice print combination, etc., all
may contribute to its being good but not necessarily stand
out. The same argument applies to the bad level. We aim
to find the factor which contributes the most to good com-
pared with normal. Applying the relativeness assumption
specifically to the evaluation task at hand, the mathematical
form of the reason for the good judgment can be formulated
as
rgood := argmax
r∈R
(
contrib+good(r)− contrib+normal(r)
)
. (5)
We use the good minus normal to estimate to which extent
will each factor lead to good rather than normal, and use the
argmax operator to extract the dominant factor. Similarly,
bad is bad because it is worse than normal. The reason rbad
is
rbad := argmax
r∈R
(
contrib+bad(r)− contrib+normal(r)
)
. (6)
For normal cases, there is no explicit reason available be-
cause all factors are neither outstanding nor terrible.
4.3. Supervise Reason with Gradient Penalty
We want the prominent reason output by the network
to be aligned with pre-labeled data. This is achieved by
training the network with specially designed regulariza-
tions. We propose three forms of regularizations and com-
pare their performances in the experiment section. Let
F = (Fcolor, Fprint, Fdesign) be the traced reason vector
for the ground-truth class, where
Fr :=
∑
j∈J
1jgt(j) · contrib+j (r)− contrib+normal(r). (7)
Here r ∈ R, 1jgt is an indicator function for ground-
truth judgment jgt ∈ J . When judgment j is the same
as ground-truth, 1jgt(j) = 1; otherwise, 1jgt(j) = 0. e.g.
1good(j) = 1 if j represents good. The three components of
F are the reason strength of factor color, print and design,
respectively. Denote the ground-truth reason as rgt, then the
three regularizations can be expressed as the following. The
reason shown in the formulation below refers to the label of
reason, i.e. color, print and design, respectively.
1. Cross-entropy (CE) regularizer,
LCEreason = − log
(
exp(Frgt)∑
r∈R exp(Fr)
)
. (8)
2. Linear regularizer. If the prediction is wrong, then lin-
early pull up the ground-truth reason strength and push
down the wrong one,
Llinearreason = max
r∈R
(
Fr
)− Frgt . (9)
3. Square regularizer,
Lsquarereason =
(
max
r∈R
(
Fr
)− Frgt)2 . (10)
The total loss L is the combination of the judgment loss
and the reason loss, i.e. one of the above regularizers,
L = Ljudgment + αLreason, (11)
where α is a hyper-parameter that controls the effect of rea-
son regularization. The Ljudgment and Lreason is the loss of
the judgment and reason, respectively. Since the gradient
appears in the definition of contribution and reason (Equa-
tions (4) and (7)), the loss term Lreason penalizes the gra-
dient. The gradient penalty directly affects the network pa-
rameters after the compatible feature layer. In the definition,
feature map x also presents. This means that the parameters
of the intra-factor compatible net, those before the compat-
ible feature layer, are also regularized.
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Figure 4. The pipeline of explanation generation with the obtained
judgment, reason and attributes of an outfit.
4.4. Explanation Generation
To obtain explanations that are friendly to users, we used
an explanation template in the form of the decision tree
(manually designed, not learnable, see Figure 4), which is
built with the assist of fashion experts. This part can also be
implemented using different approaches such as text gener-
ation techniques. The template is sufficient for our demon-
stration purpose. After analyzing an outfit as described ear-
lier, we obtain the results including judgment, its decisive
reason, and all corresponding attributes of the outfit. Then,
the explanation is generated accordingly following the deci-
sion tree. For example, as shown in Figure 4, the judgment
is bad while the predicted reason is print. From the pre-
scribed sentence template: “The print t top and the print b
bottom make the outfit too dazzling”, we can obtain the ex-
planation: “This outfit is bad. The floral print top and the
floral bottom make the outfit too dazzling.” We found that it
is unnecessary to mentioned attributes other than the main
factor, e.g. the short-length of the skirt, because they have
little effect on whether the outfit is compatible.
5. Experiment
In this section, we first conduct experiments on EVAL-
UATION3 to show the advantages of the proposed evalua-
tion system quantitatively and qualitatively. The quantita-
tive analysis focuses on both the judgment accuracy and the
reason accuracy. We show the superiority of our approach
on the test set and the test-random set. Recall that the test-
random set is the random composition of fashion items in
the test set, which could be regarded as an indicator of the
model’s generalization ability. Regarding qualitative analy-
sis, we visualize the detailed contributions in varied situa-
tions, e.g. judgment: bad, reason: print, to verify the advan-
tage of our method with gradient penalty. Then, we provide
ablation study on the choice of contribution formulations
and regularizers.
5.1. Compatibility Evaluation with Reasons
Metric. We measure both the judgment accuracy and the
reason accuracy. The judgment accuracy is computed as
the number of correct predicted judgment (compared with
the labeled ground-truth of judgment) divided by the num-
ber of total predicted samples. It is worthwhile to note that,
for an outfit, if the judgment is wrong, then the reason for
this judgment may not make sense. Thus, the premise of
the correctly predicted reason is that the judgment is cor-
rect. Under the condition of the right predicted judgment,
we count the number of correctly predicted reason. Then
divided it by the number of total predicted outfits. Then
divide it by the number of correct predicted judgments.
Training details. We train the pipeline (Figure 3) in two
steps. In the first step, we train four CNNs to learn the rep-
resentations of the print, the material, the silhouette and the
design details separately. The CNN structure is ResNet18.
Each factor has its corresponding labels, with examples
shown in Figure 2. All the networks are trained using RM-
SProp with initial learning rate 0.0001 and weight decay
0.00005, the learning rate is divided by 10 every 30 epochs.
Parameters of the pre-trained model are fixed for the first
20 epochs. We use the feature of the second last fc-layer
from the pre-trained model as the input to the second stage.
The color feature is directly extracted by the histogram.
In the second step, we train the intra-factor compatibility
networks, the inter-factor compatibility network, and the
reason regularization (Modern DL frameworks such as Py-
Torch have built-in support for computing the gradient of
gradients) jointly. In particular, we use SGD with initial
learning rate 0.01, and weight decay 0.0005 for 70 epochs
and the learning rate is also divided by 10 every 30 epochs.
Since the dataset is unbalanced (the ratio of normal in the
train set reaches 75.4%), we adjust the sampling rate for
each class (good, normal, and bad) to obtain the balanced
sampled data.
Quantitative analysis. Table 1 shows the comparison on
the accuracy with related methods. IFIV [32, Equation
10] computes the item feature influence value, which has
the same maximum factor as our contribj . We also test
the performance without regularization (i.e., set α = 0)
as shown in Reason-NoReg. Meanwhile, we evaluate the
performance with three regularizations, linear, square, and
cross-entropy, respectively. We can see that (1) High judg-
ment accuracy: Our method reaches a high classification
accuracy on evaluation without increasing parameters. As
shown in the first line in Table 1, the judgment accuracy
and reason accuracy of the test set are 74.4 ± 0.5 and
74.8 ± 3.1. These two accuracies on the test-random set
are 69.4 ± 0.4 and 75.3 ± 4.6. We can see that our result
judge reason partition explain test-acc-j test-acc-r test-r-acc-j test-r-acc-r
Multi-CLS-Part 3 3 3 7 74.4± 0.5 74.8± 3.1 69.4± 0.4 75.3± 4.6
IFIV [32] 3 7 3 3 73.3± 0.7 35.9± 4.5 69.7± 0.5 37.2± 5.7
Reason-NoReg 3 7 3 3 73.3± 0.7 38.9± 3.2 69.7± 0.5 40.1± 4.1
Ours linear 3 3 3 3 72.8± 1.3 68.3± 2.4 69.1± 0.5 69.9± 4.2
Ours square 3 3 3 3 72.1± 1.6 73.8± 1.6 68.8± 0.3 74.9± 0.9
Ours cross-entropy 3 3 3 3 74.8± 1.7 76.7± 3.6 70.0± 0.2 76.8± 0.8
Table 1. Comparing our method with related methods. All experiments were repeated 5 times. The first line is multi-task (judgment and
reason) classification models, where Multi-CLS-Part uses the same fashion-related features as our model. Both IFIV and Reason-NoReg did
not take the supervision of reason. For IFIV, we did not implement temperature-scaling, since only the factor with maximum contribution
was considered. The rest are our method with three different regularizations.
reason: colorgood/good
C (0.108, 0.133, 0.039)
G (0.647, 0.098, 0.045)
reason: colorgood/good
C (0.333, 0.039, -0.041)
G (0.267, -0.154, 0.022)
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C (0.084, 0.106, 0.021)
G (0.519, 0.638, 0.033)
reason: printbad/bad
C (0.345, 0.055, 0.029)
B (0.684, 2.408, 0.038)
reason: colorbad/bad
C (0.387, -0.019, 0.012)
B (0.723, 0.007, 0.034)
reason: printbad/bad
C (0.228, 0.455, 0.029)
B (0.486, 3.599, 0.038)
reason: colorbad/bad
C (0.387, -0.019, -0.012)
B (0.723, 0.007, 0.034)
good/good
C (0.056, 0.281, 0.013)
G (0.435, 0.214, 0.045)
bad/bad
C (0.186, 1.221, 0.006)
B (0.456, 6.303, 0.018)
good/good
C (0.067, 0.671, 0.018)
G (0.414, 2.214, 0.024)
bad/bad
C (0.355, -0.056, -0.015)
B (0.616, -0.006, 0.023)
reason: color reason: color reason: print reason: print
Figure 5. The reason and contribution factor analysis on some outfits via a model with cross-entropy reason-regularization. At the top of
each mini-table, good/good means ground-truth/predicted judgment, and the ground-truth reason is also shown. In each mini-table, the
three columns represent the component of factors color, print and design, respectively. Rows with C are the contribution (see Equation (3))
of predicted judgment, G are the reason for good (see Equation (5)) and B are reason for bad (see Equation (6)).
even surpasses to pure-classification models w.r.t. regard-
ing the judgment and reason as two independent classifi-
cation problems and jointly train via multitasking. Mean-
while, under the setting of cross-entropy loss, the judgment
accuracy is larger than Reason-NoReg which has no regu-
larization. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the gradi-
ent penalty. (2) High reason accuracy: For methods like
IFIV and Reason-NoReg, they can bring us some explana-
tions or feedback. However, their results are less likely to
be fully aligned to expert thoughts. (3) Good generaliza-
tion: From the good performance on test-random sets, we
see that our result still achieves the highest accuracy among
the compared methods, which means our approach enjoys
good generalizability.
As discussed in the Section 2, the embedding methods
are mainly adopted in previous works. We conducted a
study to show that embedding may fail to distinguish good,
normal, and bad, which makes it not suitable for our task.
There are two basic ways to represent evaluation: abso-
lute rating and relative embedding. Embedding methods as-
sume that there is a common compatibility space for fash-
ion items. The idea is to pull the representations of posi-
tive pairs closer and push the negative pairs farther (posi-
tive pairs are those that appear in dataset e.g. Polyvore [11]
and FashionVC [30], and negative pairs are random com-
binations). We built an embedding model consisting of two
ResNet18 networks which respectively embeds top and bot-
tom to the compatibility space. The compatibility is mea-
sured by the cosine distance, and the model is trained using
the BPR loss. After training, the average distance between
top and bottom of bad is 0.464, far less than that of nor-
mal (0.562) and good (0.574). This result is against with
the assumption that more compatible items have a smaller
distance.
Qualitative analysis. We show some examples with more
details in Figure 5. Take the first mini-table as an example.
The ground-truth and predicted judgment for this outfit are
both good while the ground-truth reason is color. The scores
computed by Equation (7) (the second row with label G)
Top Bottom Judgment Reason Explanation
good Print The floral bottom make this outfit looks active.
normal \ Nothing wrong but also nothingspecial.
good Print The striped print bottom makethis outfit looks active.
bad Print
The abstract print top and the
abstract print bottom make the
outfit too dazzling.
bad Color
The pink yarrow color in top and
cadmium green color in bottom
is wrong color matching.
normal \ Nothing wrong but also nothingspecial.
Figure 6. The samples of our fashion compatibility evaluation in-
cluding judgment, reason and explanation.
when set jgt = good are 0.647 in color, 0.098 in print, and
0.045 in attribute, which means color is the predicted rea-
son. Similarly, the scores calculated by Equation (3) (the
first row with label C) are shown. The red number means
the predicted reason is wrong while green one means cor-
rect. The first two rows are examples of good, and bad, re-
spectively. We can see that our model provides more accu-
rate judgment with the operation of taking difference. Fur-
ther, to demonstrate the model indeed learned the concept
of color and print, we change the color or print of a good
outfit in the last row. The prediction changes accordingly.
Furthermore, the reason reflects the changing factor. This
demonstrates our model indeed learned the reason for its
judgment.
Additionally, we present the final performance of our
outfit evaluation system in Figure 6. Given an outfit, an
absolute judgment with convincing explanation can be pro-
vided to users. Take the outfit at the fifth line in Figure 6 for
example. This outfit is bad, because the pink yarrow color
in top and cadmium green color in the bottom is wrong color
matching. Meanwhile, our method could also be applied in
outfit recommendation scene by simply scaling the logit or
the probability of the judgment as of the relative score for
recommendation sort. This kind of explanation framework
took the suggestions of fashion experts as reference.
5.2. Ablation study
Contribution formulations. We explore other candidate
formulations for the reasons in fashion compatibility evalu-
ation. The network in Figure 3 was trained without any rea-
son regularizations, i.e. using an unsupervised treatment for
reasons. After the training, we analyze the reason accuracy
for different reason formulations in Figure 7. The first one is
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Figure 7. The reason validation accuracy for different formula-
tions in the unsupervised setting, i.e. without any reason-related
regularizations. All experiments are repeated 10 times. Here the
notation “good” represents contribgood and “good+” is shorthand
for contrib+good, etc. We can see that the 6-th formulation positive
contribution difference has the greatest accuracy on average.
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Figure 8. The change of judgment accuracies and reason accura-
cies with different regularization coefficient α. We show three reg-
ularization methods: cross-entropy, linear and square. All experi-
ments were repeated 5 times, and we draw the average validation
accuracies on the figure.
to directly use the contribution defined in Equation (3) and
we use it as the reference performance. Especially, Grad-
CAM is equivalent to the first one when we take the max-
imum for the major reason. We see that the contribution
difference (the 2nd formulation) and the positive contribu-
tion difference (the 6th formulation) are slightly better than
the baseline. Particularly, the positive contribution differ-
ence has lower variance and thus we adopt the 6th one as
the formulation for reason.
Regularizers. Meanwhile, we conduct experiments on
three different forms of regularization: (a) cross-entropy,
(b) linear, and (c) square. The judgment accuracies and the
reason accuracies of these formulations are plotted in Fig-
ure 8, in which the regularization coefficient varies. For all
three regularization methods, the trade-off between judg-
ment accuracy and the reason accuracy. When α increases,
the reason accuracy generally improves. The judgment ac-
curacy can maintain at the same level for some time, and
finally drops when α becomes too large. The cross-entropy
regularization is most sensitive to the change of hyper-
parameter, and reaches the best judgment & reason accu-
racy trade-off at α = 1. The best α value for linear and
square formulations are 100 and 1000, respectively.
6. Conclusion
In this work, we present an outfit evaluation system with
the feedback consisting of an absolute judgment together
with an explanation. In particular, the interpretation of neu-
ral networks produced by our method is aligned with ex-
pert annotated reasons by adding a gradient penalty regu-
larization. We use the difference of contributions to model
the interaction of the two judgments of good and bad with
the normal judgment. With the reason regularization term
imposed on the loss, we can make the network more in-
terpretable without losing its performance. Comprehensive
experiments conducted on the newly annotated EVALUA-
TION3 show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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